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Based on an excellent know-how technology ability 
and good teamwork, Mecatron Machinery Company 
always overcome lots of difficulties and just go 
ahead with great passion for machine building. 

Owing to the best quality, technology, R & D and 
after-sales service to obtain customers trust.
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Features and characteristics
1.The high efficiency and high speed parts machining petformance special on 
    the 3C electronic products and small parts jobs.

2.High Quality Meehanite Casting Iron with coordinate
   X.Y.Z (3 Axis) traveling column design, stability 
   and accuracy machine’s body structure to 
   hold the working piece in place can 
   quickly and completely corresponds 
   to the automation, and makes the 
   process more efficient.
 
3.ATC automatic tool change 
   systems, has a fast 1.2 second 
   tool change time showing  
   quickly feedback.

4.APC table change by servo motor 
   system, the 7 seconds for the fastest 
   speed change time and more accurate 
   positioning. To compare the hydraulic 
   tank will be less noise, and more stability 
   and fest machining efficiency. Also more easy 
   for the service than the hydraulic tank system.

5.The small layout to save the factory space problem, can 
   effectively use high prices of land facilities, more effective 
   use of limited space and overall efficiency of the production 
   line planning, with the configuration of the robot arm, effectively 
   improving the multiple advantages.

6.One unit strong heavy casting base. To offer stability and accuracy
   machine’s structure.

Linear Guideways
Use of precision three-axis linear 
guideways, the travel moves fast 
and smooth, high-speed and high-
precision machining for the needs 
of customers.
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Tools Rack
The tool rock can 
be found at side 
of machine for 
easy to use 
the tool and 
safey devices.

Chain Chip Conveyor

The full back side guarding design to comply with all safety requlations 
and maintenance of all the machie parts not damaged out.

Each one has detective piston with pressure sensor switch which could 
send status signals during operation or intermittent time. So if any pipes 
blockage problems caused by dust, the distributor will send the alarm 
message to the PLC and notify the user for emergency measures. 

Automatic Lubrication System

HMC-320 / HMC-400 (3 Axis Column Moving)

Horizontal Machining Center

do not worry about the services of 
fracture problems and Turcite-B 
damage caused by 
mechanical precision 
problems in the future. 

Foot Brake
The foot brake specially 
designed for the easy 
work pieces 
loading and 
Turning 
table.

It is mainly used to convey various chippings, 
such as steel, iron, copper, aluminum chippings, 
and metal chippings etc. its main working parts, 
the link plate, by the anti-wear and anti-corrosive 
treatment for longer service life. With torque limit 
setting, reduce the damage caused by improper 
operation.

Our system uses brass pipes

Neat Outline and Extra Safety
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Locking by Taper ConePallet exchange table size

Pallet exchange driven by Servo Motor
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Direct-Driven Spindle

Built-in Spindle (Optional)

Coolant-thru Spindle (Optional)
Coolant-thru spindle provide high pressure coolant 
at the cutting edge to increase machining precision 
and cutting rate, to minimize overheating and work-
piece distortion, and to allow cutting tools to provide 
faster metal removal by chip evacuation during the 
machining process, and prolong service life of the 
cutting tools.

Our excellent direct-driven Spindles are designed for higher rigidity, higher dynamic accuracy, 
less vibration, lower noise and lower thermal displacement. Because it has no transmission 
elements between motor and drive load then change the use of the direct coupling. This brings 
the advantages of high dynamic motion with essentially no backlash and excellent static/dynamic 
load stiffness which allows for better surface finishes. Using ceramic bearings for higher rigidity 
with 12,000 rpm opt and 15,000 rpm opt make it useful for IT parts and small-sized mold 
machining in high-speed cutting.

Well-designed built-in spindle has features such as 
compact size, light weight, high power density, lower 
thermal displacement, high dynamic running accuracy, 
low vibration, low noise and backlash-free operation. 
Inner high-efficiency cooling between the rotor and the 
stator to ensure bearing life longer. Eliminate couplings, 
belts and gearboxes to reduce spindle inertia and 
increase accel/decel times for increased productivity.

SPINDLE
HMC-320 / HMC-400 (3 Axis Column Moving)
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VMC-400P/500P/600P/700P

Spindle Lubrication System

VERTICAL CNC MACHINING CENTER 
WITH APC SYSTEM PERFORMANCE UP! TIME-SAVING UP! PRECISION UP!

A space-saving, high-precision and high-performance
Vertical CNC Machining Center with two pallets.

Standard equipped with air gun and water gun to 
help operators clean the workpiece or cutting 
chips inside the machine after machining.

Air Gun and Washdown PL waterproof worklight
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High Productivity and Quality Solution

VMCs with Automatic Pallet Change

Automatic pallet changer increases labour productivity, enables workpiece 
clamping, releasing and gauging on the pallet outside the machine’s working 
space while parts are being machined on the other pallet. The pallet changers 
are not only cutting cost in manufacturing but also helping customer to improve 
and monitor quality. 
The pallet changer is achieved by the combination of servo motor and hydraulic 
hirth gear drive. This structure ensures high-speed change and high reliablilty. 

Pallet change time : 
   7 Seconds
(Workpiece load conditions in
250kgsX2 immediate change.)

B
A

Vertical machining center with automatic pallet change can be applied to do 
complex machining such as milling, drilling, boring, reaming and facing 
operations etc.The exchange mechanism directly on the base; easy to install, 
good water resistanceand to avoid waste of space. 
Repairs and maintenance are also very 
convenient and simple.
For the quantitative needs of modular 
production and product accuracy and 
machining speed requirements, 
machine with APC(Automatic Pallet 
Changers) is the best choice.

Model VMC-400P

320mm 400mm 400mm 500mm

400mm 560mm 720mm 700mm

200KGS 200KGS 250KGS 250KGS

VMC-500P VMC-600P VMC-700P

Table(A)

Table(B)

Table(loading)
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Fast Pallet Change ü û
Fast Machining Efficiency ü û
Mechanism Stability ü û
Repair and Maintenance Easy ü û
Machining Precision Stability ü û
Low Noise ü û

 
SERVO MOTOR HYDRAULICVS.

Arm Type Magazine
Special cam drives 24-tool arm type tool changer, it takes only 
1.8 seconds to change the tool(tool to tool), and the weight of 
tool is up to 8kgs. 
It is used to change tools bidirectional and random, which can 
save non-cutting time and improve working efficiency. Moreover, 
the tool not only change smooth but also easy to do maintenance.
     
 

Chain Type Magazine (Optional)
For large machines require more tools, the magazine 
can carry up more tools and rapidly move the required 
tool to the tool changer in time for thenext machining 
operation. Chains are supported on both sides, 
movement is highly stable which extends the lifespan 
of the chain. The special cam used to drive the 
magazine have smooth forward/reverse movement, 
high torsional stiffness and excellent repeatability.

BT40/MAS 1  Unit : mm  

Driven by servo motor, the pallet exchanger offer 
faster exchange speed, low noise, easy installation, 
maintenance opportunities for small and easy.
Because the servo motor positioning accuracy, 
excellent precision,lower defect rate, enhance the 
effectiveness of machining operations, can effectively 
reduce customer costs, improve profitability and 
competitiveness. 

Locking by Taper Cone
Each table with four taper cones to do positioning 
and locking by hydraulic. There are blowing devices 
and hermetic detector inside four taper cones can 
remove the chips during the table exchange, to 
prevent the error of the positioning accuracy. 
Ensure that the positioning accuracy and 
repeatability accuracy ± 0.005mm or less.

Pallet exchange driven by Servo Motor

Double Helix Chip Conveyor
Machine is equipped with standard the double 
helix chip conveyor system design in both the left 
and the right sides to saving the occupied space 
and removingcutting chips in seconds. 

Tool Shank & Pull Stand 

VERTICAL CNC MACHINING CENTER 
WITH APC SYSTEM PERFORMANCE UP! TIME-SAVING UP! PRECISION UP!
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MECATRON 
Adhere to ISO quality assurance system, strict monitoring of the quality of each process, and the
autonomy of the inspection. Allowing for zero defects, so that customers get the best quality 
products guaranteed. 

Laser Calibration
All machines undergo laser calibration using strict Germany VDI 3441 standards by RENISHAW 
equipment. Laser measuring system are used to check positioning accuracy, repeatability, backlash 
and offsets.

Ball Bar Inspection
RENISHAW 3-D ball bar tests are used to inspect circularity, servo-gain mismatch, vibration, 
stick-slip, backlash, repeatability and scale mismatch to ensure that the machine three-dimensional 
dynamic accuracy.

Incoming Inspection
In each of the parts before assembly required by the precision of the measuring to ensure the 
quality of precision parts.

Assembly Inspection
Each process is regulated by PRECISION GRANITE straight and right angle regulations to do 
calibration testing to ensure the ballscrew and linear guideway straightness, and the assembly of 
two axis verticality testing to achieve the assembly accuracy requirements.

Workpiece Cutting Test
Before shipment each machine, strict implementation of standard workpiece cutting test, so that 
customers understand the machinery excellent cutting performance.

VERTICAL CNC MACHINING CENTER 
WITH APC SYSTEM HIGH QUALITY CONTROL
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MODEL VMC-400P VMC-500P VMC-600P VMC-700P
320 x 400
200
400 x 400 x 400
100 - 500
550
BT40
60 - 8000
(10000 / 12000) opt
5.5 / 7.5
1.5 / 1.5 / 2
24 / 24 / 24
1 - 10
Arm type
24
7
250
80
2 / 1.8
7
1.5
180
6
5000
2400 x 2200 x 2550
FANUC / MITSUBISHI

400 x 560
200
600 x 400 x 400
100 - 500
550
BT40
60 - 8000
(10000 / 12000) opt
5.5 / 7.5
1.5 / 1.5 / 2
24 / 24 / 24
1 - 10
Arm type
24
7
250
80
2 / 1.8
7
1.5
180
6
5500
2400 x 2200 x 2550
FANUC / MITSUBISHI

400 x 720
250
750 x 450 x 500
120 - 620
600
BT40
60 - 8000
(10000 / 12000) opt
7.5 / 11
2 / 2 / 2
24 / 24 / 24
1 - 10
Arm type
24
7
250
80
2 / 1.8
7
2
180
6
6000
2620 x 2250 x 2770
FANUC / MITSUBISHI

500 x 700
250
700 x 500 x 500
120 - 620
680
BT40
60 - 8000
(10000 / 12000) opt
7.5 / 11
2 / 2 / 2
24 / 24 / 24
1 - 10
Arm type
24
7
250
80
2 / 1.8
7
2
180
6
6800
2800 x 2250 x 2770
FANUC / MITSUBISHI

PERFORMANCE UP! TIME-SAVING UP! PRECISION UP!Machine Specifications
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